GROW AWS CLOUD SKILLS WITH QA
The growth of cloud services is exponentially increasing the demand for cloud skills.

Gartner forecasts worldwide spending on public cloud services to grow to $304.9 billion in 2021. This rate of investment will further exacerbate the pressure on organisations seeking individuals skilled in cloud technologies.

### Why Amazon Web Services (AWS)?

Trusted by millions of customers across 190 countries, Amazon Web Services is well-known for its innovations in the cloud space. AWS training and certifications are highly sought after by employers and learners alike with over 400,000 individuals (as of August 2020) now holding active AWS Certifications, a number that grew over 85% between August 2019 and August 2020.

AWS training and certifications provide learners with in-demand cloud skills and best practices which not only build credibility and confidence but also allow learners to discover new skills which help their employers innovate faster and accelerate time to market.

### Why study with QA?

As one of the UK’s leading tech training and talent organisations, QA helps individuals ranging from those at the start of their journey who want to learn the basics of AWS services to seasoned professionals looking to develop and extend professional services competencies, with training and certification to get the most of AWS technologies.

QA’s AWS training courses are delivered by our Cloud and Virtualisation experts. In addition to delivering around 70% of the UK’s cloud training, our experienced team of experts deliver a wide range of hybrid and cloud native courses which means we can offer learners courses in supplementary subjects such as Agile, Kubernetes, DevOps, Cyber Security and Project Management, helping learners to shape the professional skills required for their chosen career.

As an experienced AWS training partner in the UK, QA trains thousands of AWS professionals each year with phenomenal feedback from our learners. Our learning experts not only collaborate with our technology partners to shape the content we deliver, they are also frequently assessed to ensure we consistently provide the highest standards of training in the market.

### Don’t take our word for it, hear directly from our AWS learning community!

“Honestly one of the best trainers I have experienced in my professional career. Excellent communication, and a well-balanced system of using both illustrations and logical explanations... Words are not enough to describe how pleased I was...”

– Joshua Flann, Strategy Consultant

“I learned more in three days than I ever have before.”

– Frederica Caira, Data Science Developer

“The instructor really couldn’t have been better, they were engaging and enthusiastic.”

– Chloe Spicer, Graduate Software Developer

I use AWS extensively. This course has rounded my knowledge. [Delivery was] via Webex, easy to use and good experience. The trainer explained things very well – excellent product knowledge.”

– Gary Pritchard, Infrastructure Architect

---


Since 2015 our learners have been able to join our classrooms remotely. We use modern technologies and tools such as interactive whiteboards, breakout groups and polls to provide learners with a highly engaging and interactive learning experience. Our NPS scores show that learners receive the same exceptional high quality of training as would be expected from a traditional QA classroom learning experience.

We provide the flexibility to enable our learners to progress at their own pace allowing them to balance work and other commitments.

We are known for our cutting edge training centres such as our London campus (one of the largest professional training facilities for technology skills in Europe) and other state-of-the-art training sites across the UK.

Using a mix of presentations, discussions, and hands-on labs. Live classroom courses allow learners to ask questions of our expert AWS instructors and get immediate, practical help.

QA acquired San Francisco -based Cloud Academy, a well established, innovative digital training platform, in 2019 to allow businesses to develop in-house cloud computing skills, via hands-on live cloud environments scenario, assessments, customised training plans and skills profiles.

LEARNING METHODS

Learning via the environment and location of your choice!

Self-Paced, Online Training

Live, Instructor Led Classroom (Virtual)

Live, Instructor Led Classroom (Face-to-Face)

Cloud Academy
To help you understand how you can progress with QA, here are the learning pathways available to help you realise your career and business goals.
Most popular AWS courses
(as chosen by our learners)

- Architecting on AWS
- Developing on AWS
- AWS Technical Essentials
- Systems Operations on AWS
- Security Engineering on AWS
- Advanced Architecting on AWS
- AWS Cloud Practitioner Essentials
- DevOps Engineering on AWS
- Big Data on AWS
- Architecting on AWS Accelerator

Free resources to help you get the most out of your AWS training and certification journey with QA!

Once our clients decide their path and choose their training, we have a host of free resources to bolster our training programmes. For example, in collaboration with AWS, we have created free expert tutorials that correspond to specific AWS courses.
Whilst we have over 30+ years’ experience helping individuals and organisations of all sizes develop tech skills through our courses and digital training platform, we are also unrivalled at connecting businesses with skilled technical specialists through our talent programme.

From absolute beginners to career switchers, we on-board and develop individuals (with the right attitude and aptitude) into tech specialists employers need right now, at the same time as reducing the administrative (and contractual) risks to businesses.

We have also trained over 30,000 apprentices in the most sought after technologies such as AWS.

Company:
BAE Systems, Inc (BAE), a multinational arms, security, and aerospace company recently upskilled employees to meet the customer demand for AWS expertise.

The challenge:
Many BAE customers sought proficiency in AWS solutions, yet prior to 2020 only a few employees possessed the relevant skills or AWS Certification. Furthermore, BAE couldn’t facilitate the needed level and volume of training on its own.

The solution:
BAE enlisted AWS Select Consulting Partner QA to help the business plan, consolidate and deliver AWS Training and Certification (for its architects and developers) in order to deliver optimal value to its customers.

The results:
Over 300 employees trained with 10 AWS certifications earned so far.

Client feedback:
“We couldn’t have coordinated all this training ourselves. Everyone was impressed by the delivery of the courses. The feedback we’ve gotten from employees has been extremely positive. I can’t praise it enough.” Phil Armitage, Head of Systems Engineering and Architecture Profession, BAE Systems, Inc.
Let us know how we can help you, or your organisation, with your learning or talent requirements
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